Using ground transportation for aviation system disruption alleviation
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Abstract

We investigate whether passenger delays and airline costs due to disruptive events affecting European airports could be reduced by a co-ordinated strategy of using alternative flights and ground transportation to help stranded passengers reach their final destination, using Airport Collaborative Decision Making concepts. Optimising for airline cost for hypothetical disruptive events suggests that, for airport closures of up to 10 hours, airlines could benefit from up to a 20% reduction in passenger delay-related costs. Mean passenger delay could be reduced by up to 70%, mainly via a reduction in very long delays.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In its vision for aviation in 2050, the European Commission [1] sets the goal: “90% of travellers within Europe are able to complete their journey, door-to-door, within 4 hours. Passengers and freight are able to transfer seamlessly between transport modes to reach the final destination smoothly, predictably and on-time.”

Historically, metrics for delay and disruption at airports have concentrated on the impact on individual flights rather than passengers. However, as reflected in the EC’s goal, a single flight represents only a portion of each passenger’s journey. A full door-to-door journey may include multiple flights and also rely on other modes of transportation, such as rail, road and shipping. A delayed flight can disrupt each subsequent stage, leading to missed connections and hence whole-journey delays that are far greater than flight-level statistics might suggest.

Flight cancellations can have a particularly large effect [2]. Currently, passengers on cancelled flights are typically offered a seat on a later flight by the same carrier. Depending on schedules and seat availability, some passengers may find a day or more added to their journey time. When major disruption occurs at an airport and many flights are cancelled, the number of passengers who need seats on later flights can far exceed the number of short-term seats available, leading to the potential for extremely long passenger-level delays. For example, in the US year-2000 data simulated by Bratu & Barnhart [3] only 7% of passengers are affected by disruption, but they suffer over half of the total passenger delay.

Not all disruptive events are predictable and there is no one single dominant cause, with weather, strikes, terrorism, system failures and volcanic ash, amongst others, all causing significant disruption in the last ten years [4]. For example, the eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 and subsequent ash cloud caused Europe-wide disruption, including disruption to ground transport services such as Eurostar from large numbers of stranded air passengers switching modes [5]. Similarly, snow and ice in December 2010 resulted in the closure of a number of European airports, including London Heathrow and Paris Charles de Gaulle, and caused severe disruption at other airports, such as Toulouse, which had to accept large numbers of diverted flights at short notice [6].

There has been extensive research on network effects of disruption and disturbance propagation in the airspace [7,8,9,10], the impact of airline scheduling of aircraft and crew [11] and the best recovery optimization schemes [12,13,14,15,16]. A general review of airline system disruption risk management research is given in Chung et al. [17]. Recently, there has been a shift towards passenger-centric rather than flight-centric metrics in air transportation disruption research, as reflected by the EC’s 2050 goal [3,18,19,20,21,22]. In particular, Zhang
and Hansen [23] developed a framework to reduce passenger disutility due to delay and missed connections via real-time intermodality specific to the United States transportation system. Real-time intermodality includes the substitution of flights by surface vehicle trips and, when the hub is part of a regional airport system, the use of inter-airport ground transport to enable diversion of flights to alternate hubs. Dray et al. [24] provide an analysis of the consequences of the Asiana crash on the multimodal transportation system in the San Francisco Bay Area, which was further explored by Marzuoli [25]. However, there is relatively little research looking at whether real-time intermodality would be feasible in Europe, even though many characteristics of European transport systems (e.g. widespread high-speed rail networks) suggest that it might be more suited to a European context than an American one. Although some airports, such as Frankfurt and Toulouse, do make use of ground transportation options to transport passengers affected by specific (primarily domestic) flight cancellations, this is not a commonly-used option at most airports[6]. Additionally, the increasing number of passengers travelling with smartphones opens up more options for implementation. This paper addresses this gap in the literature, using new data collected as part of the recent EC FP7 project Multimodal, Efficient Transportation in Airports and Collaborative Decision Making (MetaCDM; [26]). We propose that European airlines may be able to make significant savings on the cost of delay by increasing their use of alternative modes to get passengers to their final destinations in disrupted situations. To address this question, we model disruptive events at a range of European airports and their recovery periods, including the option for passengers to travel by alternative modes, and optimize for total airline cost of delay. This work also addresses a wider range of alternative transportation options than previous work in this area, including bus, train, alternative flight, alternative carrier and alternative airport options.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the feasibility of using alternative modes to help stranded passengers in situations where significant disruption occurs at an airport, both in a more general sense and by optimising for airline passenger delay-related costs. Section 3 discusses the results of the optimisation, including a sensitivity analysis of key uncertain parameters. Section 4 discusses how such a concept could be practically implemented. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions.

2. FEASIBILITY OF USING ALTERNATIVE MODES

To be successful, any use of intermodality to alleviate aviation disruption should benefit all stakeholders. In particular, passengers should expect to see a sizeable reduction in delay at their final destination, and airlines a reduction in costs. We use these as the key metrics in assessing whether the concept is feasible. The two
outcomes are somewhat aligned, because airline costs increase as passengers become more delayed and the airlines are required by EC regulations to provide food, hotel rooms, and/or ticket price refunds. However, airlines may choose to subject some passengers to longer delays if by doing so they can reduce their delay costs by a greater amount elsewhere, so the airline cost optimum does not necessarily reduce delays for all passengers.

To assess feasibility, we combine real-world data on existing European air and ground transport systems with a set of simulated disruptive events and optimise to find the lowest-cost solution for re-accommodating passengers. We also examine the impact on delay in each case. Additionally, any strategy to use other modes must also be feasible on a legal, safety, accessibility and systems compatibility basis amongst others, and must rely on systems which facilitate co-ordination and planning between the different stakeholders involved. These implementation-related issues are discussed in Section 4.

2.1 Data

We simulate disruptive events on a network including the top 50 European airports by passenger traffic in 2012, as listed by ACI [27]††. A comparison of the characteristics of existing air, rail and road options on routes between these airports in 2012 is shown in Figure 1. Data on air schedules, journey times and capacity provision by air are taken from OAG [28]. Year-2012 typical load factors by route use data from Eurostat [29]. Air ticket costs for legacy and low-cost carriers use European modelling from the AIM aviation systems model [30].

For rail, we use the ETISplus [31] database to get data on historical journey times, fare, frequency and number of changes required, supplemented by data from online journey planners [32]. Rail journeys with many changes are typically not feasible options for re-accommodating passengers, both in terms of journey time and logistical complexity. As shown in Figure 1, this rules out most long-distance rail substitution. Information on typical rail capacity and load factors is taken from Andersson et al. [33]. To generate schedules from frequency data, we assume an even distribution of rail services throughout the day, excluding the 1am-5am period.

†† We include Turkish airports and exclude Russian ones, as this is the scope used by the reports on airport delay and disruption studied in the MetaCDM project. The 50 airports are, by ICAO code, LHR, CDG, FRA, AMS, MAD, IST, MUC, FCO, BCN, LGW, ORY, AYT, ZRH, CPH, PMI, VIE, OSL, DUS, MAN, ARN, DUB, BRU, MXP, TXL, STN, LIS, HEL, SAW, GVA, HAM, ATH, AGP, NCE, PRG, LPA, STR, LTN, WAW, ADB, CGN, ESB, LIN, EDI, BHX, BGY, ALC, TFS, BUD, LYS and MRS.
For road, a number of options are possible; these include passengers hiring a car or driving their own vehicles, passengers relying on scheduled bus or coach services, and airlines chartering coaches or maintaining their own coach fleets. Car use, however, is relatively high cost. A typical car mileage rate from HMRC [34] is shown in Figure 1(b). Airlines using car-based re-accommodation options as an alternative to flights are likely to have to pay the costs accruing to the passenger, and these are significantly above costs for most air and rail services. Due to this and the likely complicated logistics of this option, we exclude cars in this analysis. Scheduled bus and coach services are also excluded, due to lack of suitable data. Instead, we concentrate on airline coach hire as the main road-based option, following [23].

In the near future, self-driving vehicles may also be available. In this case costs and likely usage may differ radically from the car options outlined above. For example, airlines could operate fleets of self-driving vehicles like long-distance taxis, optimising routing to deliver passengers directly to the doorstep of their final destination in as short a time as possible. The different possible use cases potentially make self-driving vehicles a feasible re-accommodation option to be explored in future analyses.

Undisrupted road journey time data by route is obtained from online journey planners [35, 36]. Road journey costs and available capacity are less easy to estimate. We model coach hire costs as having a fixed element (including fleet-related and administrative costs) and an element that is proportional to journey time (including fuel and driver costs). We carried out an informal survey of costs for coach hire between European airports (N = 41, covering 11 operators and airports in 13 countries, including long-distance journeys and those between airports serving the same city). To form a common basis with cost estimates for the other modes, we specified

![Figure 1. System journey time (a) and cost (b) data, and coach hire cost model (c).](image-url)
advance rather than last-minute costs; the impact of potential variation in costs due to last-minute requirements is then explored in the sensitivity study (Section 4.2). Based on this data, we model coach costs by size as a function $CBH/\sqrt{z} = 33.2 + 0.86 t$, where $CBH$ is the cost of hiring a coach, $z$ is the number of seats and $t$ is the (one-way) journey time ($R^2 = 0.81$), as shown in Figure 1(c). Due to confidentiality requirements attached to some of the coach cost quotations, survey data points are not shown in the figure. The total capacity of coaches to take passengers will depend on the stock of coaches that are available for short-notice hire in the local region.

For Europe, data is available on the total stock of coaches by region [29]. However, the vast majority of these coaches will be in use or not available for hire. As coach stock is both important to model outcomes and uncertain, we include the proportion of these coaches that will be available for hire in the sensitivity study carried out in Section 3.2, below.

Road and rail journey times and costs include ferry segments where necessary to complete the journey. We assume schedules and journey times remain broadly similar over the 2010-2014 period, and that prices remain similar in real terms (all costs are quoted in year 2012 euros).

Initial analysis of this data [26] suggests that greater use of ground transportation is a feasible option for transporting stranded passengers, but that costs may be a concern. Although fewer than 3% of connections between the 50 airports can be substituted by airport-airport high-speed rail links, around 85% of connections can be substituted by city-city rail of some type. If including road and ferry connections, 96% of connections can be substituted by ground transport, and if additionally including the option of ground transport to an alternative airport, all of the connections can be substituted. For a time to next available flight from the original airport of 10 hours, over 50% of passengers could reach their destination faster using ground transportation. If the next available flight is 24 hours later, over 85% of passengers on links between the 50-airport set could arrive sooner by ground transportation, although this may mean travelling overnight. However, costs for ground transportation are often higher than those for the comparable flight (Figure 1). In addition, there are complicated relationships between available schedules and seats, load factor, the number of passengers needing re-accommodation, re-accommodation costs and passenger delay costs that will determine whether it is beneficial to send no, some or all stranded passengers via ground transportation. Because of these complexities, we approach the problem as an optimisation exercise, using the above data from the 50-airport set described at the start of this section.
2.2 Optimisation

We assume a disruption occurs at origin airport \( i \), resulting in some number of flights to destination airports \( j \) being cancelled (Figure 2). Each cancelled flight \( c \) carries \( N_{ijc} \) passengers. Of these passengers, some proportion \( P_{RO} \) will choose, in accordance with their rights, to be reimbursed and either not fly or be returned to their point of origin (depending on whether they are at their point of origin or not). We assume half of reimbursed passengers will still require re-accommodation, i.e. a total of \((1 - P_{RO}/2) N_{ijc}\) passengers per cancelled flight are stranded and need to be transported to destination airport \( j \) by some alternative method. We do not model the potential need to catch connecting flights at airport \( j \) in the optimisation, due to a lack of passenger itinerary data. The proportion of connecting passengers varies by destination airport and is typically lower at non-hub airports and those used by low-cost carriers. For example, around 27% of passengers at London Heathrow are connecting passengers, but less than 3% at London Gatwick [37]. Our model will be more accurate for airports that link primarily to these airport types.

Following the period of disruption, we assume a full flight schedule of operating flights \( (f) \) resumes. This represents a simplified view of real disruptive events, which can sometimes have variable numbers of flights operating during/after the main disruption period, and where airlines may choose which flights to delay and which flights to cancel based in part on the difficulty of re-accommodating passengers [38]. These flights have...
are spare seats available which can be used to accommodate stranded passengers. In addition, trains \( T \) may be operating between the origin and destination cities, with \( S_{ijT} \) spare seats, and some number of coaches of size \( z \) each with \( S_z \) seats, \( NB_z \), may be available for short-notice hire. Flights to destinations \( j \) may be operating from other nearby airports \( k \), with \( S_{kjf} \) seats available.

We assume five possible cases for re-accommodating passengers: a later flight from the same airport to the destination city (by the same airline, an alliance partner or a non-aligned airline); train from the origin to the destination city; coach of size \( z \) from the origin to the destination city; train to an alternative airport followed by a flight to the final destination; and coach of size \( z \) to an alternative airport \( k \) followed by a flight to the final destination. These are not the only possible options. For example, we exclude the cases where passengers take a flight to an alternative airport followed by ground transport to their final destination, and more complex composite journeys such as coach + train, coach + flight + coach, etc. These are omitted to limit the size of the optimization and, in the case of flight + ground transport, because of the likelihood of the initial flight in this case also being affected by the disruption and recovery period.

Not all airports can offer all options. For example, airports on islands have limited ground transport alternatives. Although the choice of alternative should ideally be a passenger one, the choice of which options to offer will be set by the airlines and in many cases the interests of the passenger and the airline will be aligned. In this paper we assume the choice is set by airlines rather than passengers, and that airlines aim to minimise their costs. We explore the system cost optimum rather that the cost optimums for each individual airline. Because airline costs are dependent on the length of time passengers are delayed for, the optimum airline cost solution should also reduce passenger delay. For simplicity, we concentrate on outgoing passengers. We assume a similar process takes place for passengers whose incoming flights to airport \( i \) are cancelled, but do not model this in detail.

The cost of delivering passengers to their final destination varies depending on the method used. For flights, we assume zero extra cost if the carrier is either the passenger’s original carrier or an alliance partner of that carrier. For other airlines, and for train services, we assume a cost similar to a typical passenger fare as estimated by flight distance in Figure 1. Coach hire costs are estimated using the survey-based relationships estimated in Section 2.1 (Figure 1). We assume 8- and 16-seater coaches will mainly be used only for inter-airport transfers as this was the primary use case given when carrying out our coach costs survey. This is done by limiting the model journey length where they can be used to under 2 hours. It should be noted that these assumptions ignore two factors that may work in opposing directions. First, the fares and/or hire costs for alternative transport could
be assumed to be walk-up fares, which are typically higher. Second, it is likely in this situation that the airlines would have pre-arranged deals with other transport providers, as is currently the case with hotel providers, to lower prices when dealing with disruption. These issues are explored in the sensitivity study (Section 3.2).

Table 1. Airline hard cost assumptions by length of delay, adapted from [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision</th>
<th>Cost (year 2012 euro) by scenario, 2 s.f.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.5 \leq t &lt; 2$ Refreshment</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2 \leq t &lt; 3$ Refreshment and tax-free-voucher</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 \leq t &lt; 5$ Refreshment, tax-free voucher, meal voucher and FFP miles</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t \geq 5$, not overnight Refreshment, tax-free voucher, FFP miles</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overnight As above plus hotel accommodation</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total cost to the airline of a stranded passenger includes reimbursement and potential re-accommodation costs, as discussed above, and also passenger delay costs to the airline. The latter can be divided into hard costs (i.e. the cost of providing food, hotel rooms and other services for stranded passengers) and soft costs (i.e. the costs incurred due to disgruntled passengers switching to other airlines in future). These costs are modelled as functions of the length of individual passenger delay, following Cook et al. [20]. Hard cost assumptions are shown in Table 1, are additive, and are assumed to repeat daily starting from noon for delays of over a day. Soft cost assumptions are shown in Table 2; as in [20], we assume that soft cost saturates at delays of 300 minutes (i.e. passengers are already as annoyed as they are going to get when the delay gets this large).

Table 2. Airline soft cost assumptions by length of delay, adapted from [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delay (minutes)</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>180</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Cost Scenario, €2012 per passenger minute</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Cost Scenario, €2012 per passenger minute</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These cost functions include high, low and base scenarios reflecting uncertainty about the exact circumstances of each situation – for example, local hotel costs and occupancy, passenger preferences on each flight and the arrangements individual airlines have made to look after passengers. In our base case, we use the central projections given for hard and soft costs, but the other values are explored in the sensitivity study in Section 3.2.

To estimate journey times and the delay at final destination associated with each method, we use the real-world schedule and travel time data discussed in Section 2.1, in combination with estimated buffer times accounting for logistical delays. We assume at least one and a half hours is needed for passengers to be informed of the cancellation and to travel to the start site of the alternative journey (for example, a train station); at least four hours is needed for airlines to provide coaches ready for passengers [23]; and at least two hours is needed between passengers arriving at an alternative airport and their flight departing. These factors are highly uncertain and will in reality depend on a number of difficult-to-model factors. We explore using a range of different values in the sensitivity study (Section 3.2).

Finally, the capacity of each mode to carry stranded passengers needs to be estimated. For flights and train trips we use actual and estimated schedule and load factor data, as discussed in Section 2.1. Short-notice coach availability is highly uncertain. We assume the total number of coaches available for hire is a given fraction $P_{CA}$ of the total regional coach stock [29], and is evenly distributed between five size classes with 8, 16, 24, 36 and 49 seats respectively. For the baseline runs a value of 2 percent for $P_{CA}$ is assumed, and this is also explored in the sensitivity study. We do not model the case where more passengers are carried than seats available, as this is only feasible for modes which can take standing passengers (i.e. some train-only and some coach-only trips) and carries the risk of decreasing both passenger and ground transport operator buy-in.

Optimizing in this way also makes a number of effective assumptions about passenger behaviour. We assume that passengers will be able to keep in contact with the airline and other stakeholders at all times. We also assume that all passengers will understand and be able and willing to follow the instructions they are given and will agree with the airline’s choice about which option they should take. Similarly, we assume all transport stakeholders will be contactable at all times, including at night. In real-world situations passenger behaviour is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Cost Scenario, €2012 per passenger minute</th>
<th>0.03</th>
<th>0.11</th>
<th>0.29</th>
<th>0.81</th>
<th>1.06</th>
<th>1.11</th>
<th>1.13</th>
<th>1.13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
likely to be more diverse and complex, and any real-world system will need to be adaptable to deal with this. Similarly, the optimization produces the lowest-cost solution available given full information about how long the disruption will last, which flights are cancelled across all airlines, and how many passengers need to be re-accommodated. In a real-world disrupted situation, much of this information will not be initially available to airlines and any optimization process will need to be adaptable to incomplete information that is subject to frequent updates. These constraints will reduce the overall benefits available, i.e. our results represent an upper bound on what is achievable.

A full mathematical description of the optimization is given in Appendix A. The optimisation was programmed in R using the rcplex interface [39] to IBM’s CPLEX for solution.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Main Outcomes

For our base scenario, we assume a hypothetical block of cancellations at London Heathrow airport, beginning at 8am on a Wednesday in May 2012. Historical disruptions at Heathrow and their recovery were extensively studied by the MetaCDM project [6, 26], on which this work is based. We consider only flights within the 50-airport set, and assume that all flights within a given time period are cancelled, and all flights afterwards operate normally; ground transportation is assumed to be unaffected by the source of the disruption. Figure 3 compares two cases. In the reference case, passengers on flights that are cancelled are re-accommodated only on flights by the same carrier and/or their alliance partners. In the alternative case (‘plus alt modes’), they may also be transported to their destination by alternative modes, as discussed in the previous section. We also assume that airlines are able to match passengers to the available alternatives such that, if the optimal solution for a flight involves 20% of passengers taking a train, there will be at least 20% of passengers who are able and willing to take this option without extra incentives from the airline.

Figure 3(a) shows the impact on total passenger delay-related costs (including re-accommodation costs) to airlines of providing alternative transport options. Total costs are similar in both cases, reflecting both a relatively small percentage of passengers who are switched to alternative modes and a relatively small average benefit per passenger. Where alternatives are available, total costs are reduced by around 15% for cancellation periods of under an hour, decreasing to around 2% for cancellation periods of around 5 hours, and rising again to a 6% reduction for a 10-hour cancellation period. However, absolute costs for short cancellation period
lengths are relatively low, so greater total savings are still made at higher cancellation period lengths (absolute cost savings are 6.5, 6.9 and 47.0 k€(2012) for 1, 5 and 10-hour closure periods respectively). These figures arise from the different opportunities available with different cancellation period lengths. For short (< 1 hr) cancellation periods, around 30% of passengers take advantage of alternative options. Most of these passengers are put on later flights by non-aligned carriers rather than taking ground transportation, as shown in Figure 3(c). For longer cancellation periods, opportunities to put passengers on later flights by non-aligned carriers decrease, as those carriers are now also suffering disruption. For cancellation periods of around 3-4 hours, only around 15% of passengers take alternative options. These passengers are distributed relatively evenly between different alternative modes (Figure 3(c)).

![Figure 3. Cost (a), mean passenger delay (b) and alternative mode use (c) for simulated disruptive events at London Heathrow.](image)

As the cancellation period increases towards 10 hours, the number of stranded passengers increases and the number of spare seats available for those passengers on later flights decreases. At the same time, airlines have an incentive to get passengers to their destination before regulations specify that they need to provide overnight hotel accommodation, which increases costs significantly. These incentives increase the number of passengers using alternatives once again. For a 10-hour cancellation period, 34% of stranded passengers use alternatives, primarily ground transport options.

The impact on mean passenger delay (Figure 3(b)) is greater than the impact on costs. Mean passenger delay for short (< 1 hr) and very long (> 8 hr) cancellation periods is reduced by 30-40%. For mid-range cancellation periods (3-5 hours), mean delay reduces by around 15% despite the much smaller benefits in terms of cost. Although underlying delay distributions are similar in both cases, a larger number of passengers experience very
short delays (< 5 hours) in the alternative case, and fewer passengers experience very long delays (> 1 day).

This reflects two specific pressures on delay cost. Soft costs of delay are assumed to saturate after 5 hours, but increase strongly over delayed time for shorter delays. Therefore there is significant benefit for airlines in providing alternative methods of travel if they can reduce passenger delay below this threshold. Second, as noted above, hard costs of delay increase strongly if the airline has to provide overnight accommodation. Therefore there is an incentive for airlines to provide alternative methods of transportation if they can get the passenger to their destination before an overnight stay is required.

Many of the factors affecting outcomes may be specific to London Heathrow: for example, passengers taking ground transport options to continental European airports will have time and cost added to their journeys by the necessity of crossing the Channel, and Heathrow is part of a large multi-airport system that offers multiple flight alternatives. As we use air and ground transport data for all links between airports in our fifty-airport set, and full air schedules for all airports, we can also apply the model to similar disruption at other airports in the set. In Figure 4 we show the impact of closure events at other major European airports, using the same base parameters as for the Heathrow simulation (8am start, etc.).

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4. Reduction in disruption cost (a) and proportion of passengers using alternatives (b) for major European airports.**

Several broad features remain similar between different airports. These include an initial peak in passengers using alternatives for short delays, caused by the relatively high availability of alternative flights from non-
aligned carriers; a minimum in cost reduction and passengers taking alternatives around closure lengths of 2-6 hours; and a subsequent increase in both measures for longer delays as fewer alternative flight options from aligned carriers are available. However, the absolute level of benefits available from allowing alternative modes varies by airport, including up to a 20% reduction in passenger disruption-related costs in situations where ground transport links are particularly favourable. The need for most ground options to cross the Channel means that relatively few alternatives are used at Heathrow (LHR) in comparison to airports in Continental Europe. Similarly, Madrid Barajas (MAD) experiences relatively low benefits as it is constrained by its relatively distant location. Secondary airports, such as London Gatwick (LGW) and Paris Orly (ORY), show high benefits because they can use the larger primary airport as an alternative. The greatest benefits are seen by airports in North-Western Continental Europe, which has high population and airport density, few barriers for ground transportation and widespread high speed ground transport networks. For example, Paris (CDG and ORY) and Amsterdam (AMS) experience particularly high benefits, including up to 60% of passengers using alternatives for the case of a 10-hour disruption period, and a 60-70% reduction in mean passenger delay, because of their high-speed rail network links.

Another factor affecting the available benefits is the typical load factor of flights from the airport. Flights operating at high load factors (often leisure flights to holiday destinations) have reduced spare capacity to accommodate stranded passengers from previous flights and can therefore benefit more from the use of alternatives, where these are available. This means that, for example, Palma de Mallorca (PMI) experiences mid-range benefits even though its island location means that ground transport journeys need to include a ferry trip.

### 3.2 Sensitivity study

Many of the values for key parameters in the model are highly uncertain. These parameters include the number of coaches available at short notice, the time needed to get coaches to a suitable pick-up point, and the costs associated with passenger delay. In addition, some of these parameters are strongly dependent on the amount and type of preparation for disruption undertaken by the airport and airlines (for example, if airlines have pre-negotiated ticket prices with other operators). Others will be dependent on the current or future infrastructure available at the airport. The time needed to get to a suitably-connected train station will be much lower for airports which are directly linked into high-speed rail networks than it will for airports which are on remote islands. Other parameters, such as the amount of buffer time required when travelling to an alternative airport,
may depend on the nature of the disruptive event and whether ground transport modes are also affected. To test the impact on variations in these parameters on overall outcomes, we carry out a sensitivity study. As a baseline, we use the model run for a 10-hour closure at London Heathrow beginning at 8am with all alternative options available. Outcomes are shown in Figure 5, and are discussed below. Panel (a) shows delay and total cost outcomes, panel (b) the number of passengers using alternative flights from the same or another airline, panel (c) the number of passengers re-accommodated by coach or train, and (d) the number of passengers re-accommodated using ground transport to an alternative airport, followed by a flight to their destination.

![Figure 5. Sensitivity of model outcomes to key input parameters, for a 10-hour closure at London Heathrow airport.](image)

To test the model sensitivity, we first vary each uncertain parameter individually, keeping all the other parameters at base scenario values. The values used in each case are shown on the right-hand side of Figure 5 and are discussed individually below. However, this does not explore the full range of system variability as there may be interactions between different parameters. Therefore we also run a range of combined parameter scenarios. In the ‘Low’ scenarios we choose a set of input parameters which reflect a very difficult situation for
ground transport use. For example, the low delay cost scenario is used, the cost of train and coach travel is assumed to be twice what it is in the base runs, and access times are assumed to take the high values from the individual parameter runs in each case. We run these scenarios for a range of disruption times of day and alternative flight cost. We do the same for a set of ‘High’ scenarios in which input parameters reflect easy situations for ground transport use: high delay cost, train and coach travel cost at 50% of its base scenario value, and access times which use the low values from the individual parameter runs.

The greatest source of variability is the delay cost scenario. We use delay costs from [20]; these scenarios are not symmetric around the base case, with the low-cost scenario having significantly lower costs than the other two (Table 1, Table 2). For example, the total cost of 24 hours’ passenger delay is 12% higher in the high-cost scenario than in the base scenario, but 62% lower in the low-cost scenario than in the base scenario. The low-cost scenario may be appropriate to airlines with a business model which provides only the minimum amount of assistance necessary to comply with regulation. Outcomes for the high and base delay cost cases (filled triangles in Figure 5) are relatively similar, but the low delay cost case has a significant impact on model outcomes, with only 15% of passengers using alternatives (compared to 34% in the base delay cost case), and mean passenger delay at final destination of 21.6 as opposed to 16.5 hours. The combined-parameter runs which use the low-cost scenario for costs (black plus signs in Figure 5) have similar outcomes.

Filled circles show the impact of closure start time. As discussed above, the extra cost of accommodating passengers overnight acts as an increased incentive to provide alternatives that will enable passengers to reach their final destination before a hotel stay is needed. Later closure starts mean more flights are cancelled later in the day, increasing the proportion of passengers who use alternatives. However, the number of available options to do this decreases later in the day. For later start-of-closure times the end of the closure period also runs into the night-time curfew period when there are no or few flights to cancel, reducing the total number of passengers stranded. Both of these factors lead to a decreasing absolute number of passengers re-accommodated by current methods (i.e. later flight by the same airline) as the closure start time gets later. These outcomes are also reflected in the combined-parameter scenarios for different closure start times.

Filled squares show the impact of the coach availability parameter, \( P_{BA} \), comparing the situations where 1%, 2% and 4% of wider regional coach stocks may be available for short-notice hire (for Heathrow, this corresponds roughly to 25, 50 and 100 coaches of each size class respectively). In the 1% case, nearly all coach sizes reach this use constraint, whereas the 4% constraint effectively represents unconstrained coach use. Outcomes in
terms of total delay cost show relatively little impact; the main result of reducing coach availability is to shift passengers on mid-length routes with poor train connections from coach substitution to waiting for a later flight.

Empty squares, filled diamonds and stars show the impact of changing the costs of coach hire and train and flight tickets respectively. In the high cost case, estimated costs are doubled, to simulate a situation where alternative operators take advantage of the situation by charging premium rates. In the low-cost case, estimated costs are halved; such a situation might arise if agreements have been made beforehand between operators. These cases make little difference to overall delay and cost profiles but alter the proportion of passengers taking each mode. For example, the difference in overall airline cost of passenger delay between the high and low coach cost scenarios is 3.7%, even though the cost of hiring a coach differs by a factor of four.

Crosses, empty diamonds and empty circles show the impact of changing buffer times: the time required for short-notice coach hire, the time it might take passengers to access a railway station with suitable services, and the extra buffer time needed over the ground transport journey time (accounting for ground transport delays, check-in, security, etc.) to take a flight from an alternative airport. Low buffer times might be needed if passengers start their journey from an airport that is already connected to long-distance train services; the airline already owns a fleet of coaches it can use; or no delays are anticipated on the way to or at the alternative airport. High buffer times reflect situations where either the base case assumptions are overly optimistic, or ground transport modes are also moderately disrupted. However, as with the cost scenarios discussed above, the overall impact on total passenger delay cost and mean passenger delay is small. Instead, the main impact is on the balance of modes used. This is partly a function of the high degree of redundancy in alternatives available from Heathrow. Nearly all flights have multiple feasible options for ground transport substitution which can be used if the cost or time for another option increases. Airports in more constrained situations, such as those on islands, may experience larger impacts here.

The combined-parameter scenarios (plus signs in Figure 5) largely reflect the dominant impact of the delay cost scenario. For the ‘Low’ combined-parameter runs, which have low delay cost, high cost of alternative modes, and long wait periods, use of alternative modes is minimal, accounting for only 5-12% of passengers. This is similar to the case with low delay cost in which all other parameters are kept at base values. For the ‘High’ combined-parameter runs, which have high delay cost, low cost of ground transport, and short wait periods, use of alternative modes is high, at between 52-71% of passengers (total usage depends on the time of day and the scenario used for cost of alternative flights, which we vary in the combined-parameter runs). In the case where
alternative flights also are at the low end of the cost range used, mean passenger delay is reduced to under nine hours from over sixteen hours in the base case.

As discussed in Section 3.1, the proportional amount of cost savings also depends on the length of the closure period, with the highest percentage decreases in passenger delay-related costs for short (<1 hr) and long (> 8 hr) closure periods. This variability arises due to the differing availability of alternative flights for different closure lengths, and may mean that shorter closure periods are differently affected by changes in the uncertain parameters. However, the model response to changes in uncertain parameters is similar for shorter closure periods, with three exceptions. First, closure start time has a smaller impact for shorter closure periods as less recovery time is needed, reducing the number of passengers who require overnight accommodation. Second, fewer coaches are used for shorter closure periods so the impact of the coach availability parameter is reduced. Third, for short closure periods (~1 hour) where there is relatively little use of ground modes, sensitivity to ground mode cost, availability and access time is significantly reduced.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

Our analysis demonstrates that the use of alternative mode rerouting may help to achieve reductions in passenger delays, airport overcrowding and other negative impacts of aviation system disruption. However, there are a number of important hurdles that would need to be overcome to practically implement this concept. These include barriers to information sharing (such as incompatible systems, reservations about collaborating with competitor organisations and passenger privacy concerns), liability issues and passenger buy-in. Airlines, airports and other stakeholders will need to work closely together, co-ordinating their response, and will need systems in place to help them do this. Significant planning will need to be in place before any disruptive event to ensure that resources can be mobilised at short notice, most notably between airlines and coach providers in the case that coach provision is envisaged. In this section, we discuss what a practical implementation strategy might look like. Similar problems relating to the streamlining of airport operations with a much smaller number of stakeholders have been successfully addressed by Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) concepts. The EC FP7 project MetaCDM [6, 26] explored how these concepts could be extended to passenger door-to-door journeys, using the successful and widely-used Airport CDM (A-CDM) standard [40] as a formal basis. In particular, increasing smartphone availability (for example, over three quarters of air passengers travelled with a smartphone in 2013; [41]) allows passengers to straightforwardly participate in the information exchange process in a way that has not previously been possible.
4.1 A-CDM

A-CDM monitors the calculation and reachability of key milestones in an aircraft journey, such as the Target Start-Up Approval Time (TSAT) and Target Take-Off Time (TTOT) of an aircraft departure. The main objective is to check if a regulated flight is able to depart within its Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) slot and, if not, to adjust departure sequencing so that overall delay is minimized.

This is accomplished via six functional groups [40]: information sharing between airlines and the airport; a collaborative turnaround process in which milestones for different stages of flight readiness for departure are defined and monitored; calculation of the time taken between these milestones (variable taxi time calculation); collaborative management of flight updates providing frequent updates on progress towards milestones; collaborative pre-departure sequencing in which the most efficient order for aircraft to depart from their parking positions is calculated, taking into account operational constraints and airline preferences; and CDM in adverse conditions, where A-CDM partners anticipate and collaboratively manage periods when airport capacity is reduced due to adverse conditions. Eurocontrol [42] estimate that the 17 European A-CDM airports have seen an average 10% reduction in ATFM delay minutes and 7% reduction in taxi time due to their adoption of A-CDM.

4.2 P-CDM

Using the A-CDM functional groups as a starting point, it is possible to define a Passenger-CDM (P-CDM) concept extending these ideas to the movement of passengers rather than aircraft [26]. In this concept, the passenger participates in the information exchange process, providing opt-in information about their progress towards key journey milestones such as boarding each flight stage in their journey. Airlines and other stakeholders in turn provide information about delays, likely process times and alternative transportation modes in case of disruption. As with A-CDM, information from all partners passes through a central P-CDM system which handles data sharing and confidentiality issues. Passenger interaction with this system would optimally be via a smartphone application, but a more limited version could be operated via email or SMS. Implementing such a system would be significantly more challenging than A-CDM, as there are many more stakeholders and because the stakeholders include individual passengers, each with their own preferences and requirements.
As with A-CDM, any concept looking to streamline the movement of passengers in crisis situations must also be operational and provide benefits under non-crisis conditions, or it is unlikely to be adopted. Therefore we define both non-disrupted and disrupted modes of operation.
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4.2.1 Operation in non-disrupted conditions

Under non-disrupted conditions P-CDM would operate similarly to A-CDM but with a passenger door-to-door journey focus: for example, instead of using information exchange to assess whether a flight is able to depart within its ATFM, the ability of passengers to make key connections (such as boarding a flight) could be assessed. However, the fact that passengers are not aircraft (for example, the passenger at home is not subject to a controller) leads to some differences. A-CDM includes primarily airlines and airports, whereas passengers and ground transport operators would also need to be included in the P-CDM information sharing process to cover the whole journey. This introduces a much wider range of stakeholder requirements and complexity. The information exchange could cover customer needs, planned and estimated times at milestones, dynamic estimates of likely processing times (e.g. queueing time at security), target times from passengers at milestones, and potentially GPS position data.

Figure 6 shows how the passenger journey could be represented in terms of milestones for a non-disrupted journey. Milestones in the Pre-Travel phase go from the booking of the full door-to-door itinerary, through the sending of provisional itinerary details, to the start of the passenger journey. For example, a passenger might
book a flight and ground transport connections (such as a train to the initial airport and a bus from the destination airport to the final destination) via a P-CDM system. After the booking is made, the passenger receives all the details (bus, train and air travel schedules). These details can be updated if necessary. For example, if there are train delays then the passenger could be alerted and given the option of taking an earlier train to be sure of making their flight in time.

The Pre-Boarding phase includes all journey milestones up to the boarding of the aircraft. These could include arriving at the train station, boarding the train, arrival at the airport, baggage drop and security check. The End of Transport phase includes all milestones from the aircraft de-boarding to arrival at the final destination (such as a hotel). Example milestones here could be border control and boarding the bus to the final destination.

Throughout the journey, information is exchanged between the passenger and travel providers, with the aim of keeping the passenger updated on any factors that may affect their journey and the transport operators updated on passenger location. This allows airports to better plan staffing and resource use, and airlines to have better information about whether missing passengers will be able to make the flight. The overall aims of P-CDM under non-disrupted conditions are to reduce passenger journey and waiting times where possible and to reduce uncertainty for operators.

Within this process, different operators would be responsible for providing information on different target times and/or travel times between milestones. When a transport connection is booked, the provider will define a target time for boarding; any given passenger journey may include one or more travel connections from one or more service providers. Other milestones are defined by P-CDM to aid the passenger in meeting these target times (for example, a suggested time to leave home taking into account passenger preferences, conditions on transport links, and projected queues at the airport).

4.2.2 Operation in disrupted conditions

We consider a crisis situation as one which results in many flight cancellations at one or more airports. Information about cancellations may become available whilst the passenger is still at home, whilst they are travelling to the airport, or whilst they are waiting at the gate. For passengers on a cancelled flight, all P-CDM successive milestones are interrupted. As soon as information on cancellation is available, the normal milestone process is interrupted and a crisis milestone process begins instead. P-CDM partners (airline, airport, etc.) commit to collaborate (as is already the case in nominal conditions) so as to provide information and solutions
to each passenger. The direct connection of passengers to the P-CDM system also allows them to contact the system if necessary.

Passengers are given information on the cancellation, on their rights, and on the options that are available to them. These options might include a refund, an alternative flight, or transfer to another mode (either for the full journey, or to an alternative airport for a flight to their destination). This information is tailored to passengers’ stated preferences and current location. Once passengers have made a choice between options, they are given practical information on how to proceed. If the passenger chooses to travel (either by an alternative flight or ground transportation) then milestones are calculated for the new journey and the nominal milestone process is restarted.

Figure 7 illustrates how the P-CDM milestone chain works in this case. Some specific P-CDM crisis milestones are added:

MA: Information on flight cancellation is provided by the air transport operator,

MB: Information on the list of options for passengers is provided,

MC: The passenger chooses an option,

MD: Information on practical details relative to the chosen option is provided.
In crisis situations, the time between two successive milestones is difficult or impossible to predict and the notion of variable process and travel time prediction is no longer relevant. Instead, reaction times (RTs) are defined as limits on the maximum time P-CDM partners should spend between two successive milestones:

RT between flight cancellation and Milestone A (RT FC/MA) is the time between the decision to cancel the flight and the provision of the corresponding information to the passenger.

RT between milestones A and B (RT MA/MB) is the time between the information of the flight cancellation and the provision of options to the passenger.

RT between milestones B and C (RT MB/MC) is the time between the provision of options to the passenger and the choice between options made by the passenger.

RT between milestones C and D (RT MC/MD) is the time between the passenger choice of options and the provision of practical details relative to this choice.

These RTs allow passengers to anticipate when they should have more information from the P-CDM system.

To identify the characteristics of the different alternative options that can be offered to the passenger during RT MA/MB, information needs to be exchanged between passengers, airlines, ground transport operators and hotels. Once the passenger chooses an option, they additionally need to be provided with practical assistance to take that option (reimbursement, alternative flight ticket, hotel room voucher, train ticket, etc.) as required, including all the needed additional information to guide the passenger toward the next step (e.g. new airport gate, station platform, etc.). Co-ordination between the different partners, and between the partners and passengers, is handled by the central P-CDM system, using similar collaborative protocols to those used in A-CDM. Hence, the airline can easily communicate with the other partners when determining the alternative options to be provided to the passenger. Once the options are identified, the airline sends them, through the system, to the passenger who then has to choose one.

Introducing ground transportation into this process also adds a layer of legal complexity which would need to be addressed in the design of any system. For example, passenger rights in the case of disruption or an accident whilst using ground alternatives would need to be clarified. Whilst passengers who do not want to use P-CDM would still have the same rights as at present, the rights of passengers using P-CDM would need to be clarified.
(for example, does use of P-CDM count towards the legal compensation requirements for delayed passengers? What rights do passengers who abandon a P-CDM journey in the middle have?)

The options available to passengers will necessarily differ by passenger circumstance, for example:

1. The characteristics of the cancelled flight for the passenger: outbound flight, inbound or connecting flight,
2. The length of the cancelled flight: short-haul flight vs. medium or long-haul flight,
3. The state of alternative transport modes (are they also affected by the disruptive event?),
4. Which airports are affected by the disruption (the departure airport, the arrival airport, and/or any nearby alternative airports with flights to the arrival airport), and
5. Whether the passengers are able and willing to make a ground transport journey (do they have right of entry to all countries en route, and is the ground route compatible with any accessibility requirements they may have?)

For example, a passenger who needs to catch a connecting flight could be given priority on an alternative flight, if it will enable them to meet their connection; if there is no alternative that will allow meeting the connection, then they may be a candidate for a slower mode alternative which will meet the next available connection, or their whole itinerary could be rebooked (for example, by using a train to get to a different hub airport). One significant challenge here is that each disrupted situation is unique, requiring an adaptive response in each case and limiting future learning opportunities.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The recovery period from disruptive events at airports can be unpleasant both for passengers and airlines. The work carried out in this paper demonstrates that, for disruptive events where at least some ground transportation is still functional, transferring some stranded passengers to ground transport modes, other air carriers or other nearby airports to help them reach their destination sooner could be a plausible option. Although there are logistical barriers, many are similar to those that apply in other situations where airlines and other potentially competing stakeholders have to work together to produce an optimised outcome. Therefore, an approach
adapted from the airport CDM framework, which has already begun to address these types of problems, is suggested here. The increasing numbers of travellers carrying smartphones allows passengers to participate in this information exchange framework. However, any CDM approach would need significant adaptation to cope with the increased number and diversity of stakeholders involved, and the different types of disruption.

Our analysis of this scenario in practice suggests that it could be cost-effective for airlines if around 10-50% of stranded passengers could be routed via alternative methods, depending on the airport and the length and type of disruption experienced. Compared to the current standard of a later flight by the same carrier, airline passenger delay-related costs could be reduced by up to 20%, and mean passenger delay by up to 70%. This occurs mainly via a reduction in very long delays. We do not find any one alternative option dominating over the others; rather, the lowest-cost solution employs a portfolio of different methods to get stranded passengers to their final destination depending on the route and associated journey times and costs. Although the exact portfolio of methods depends on assumptions about the cost and time associated with each method, our sensitivity study finds that the overall cost benefits are relatively insensitive to these assumptions, although they are sensitive to assumptions about airline cost of passenger delay.

These outcomes suggest that there is scope for the current, limited use of these methods to be significantly expanded. This applies particularly at airports which have the advantage of good regional transport links, and at airports where utilisation close to capacity and/or high load factors mean that disruption recovery via traditional methods is more difficult. In contrast, airports in geographically isolated positions may stand to see relatively little benefit. However, in all cases examined in this paper at least a 5.7% reduction in overall airline passenger delay-related cost was achievable for an airport closure period of 10 hours.

There are a number of limitations to the approach in this paper which could be addressed by future work. Real-world disruptive events normally involve a mix of delayed, cancelled, diverted and unaffected flights rather than a straightforward block of cancellations as used in this paper, and may involve disruption to ground transport as well. Similarly, real passengers may have connecting flights to catch and there may be differences between passenger preferences and/or actions and the airline’s cost optimum situation which could be captured with choice modelling. Optimising for cost also requires a good prediction for when the disrupted period will end, which may not be available. Throughout the optimisation, there are many uncertain parameters and a real-world P-CDM framework would need to be able to deal with high levels of uncertainty and data of variable quality.

The optimization formulation in this paper is generalisable to the case where multiple airports are disrupted,
ground transport is also subject to delays, and the impact of disruption on scheduling is more complex than a simple period of airport closure followed by full operation. Therefore significant scope also exists here for future work looking at the best way to respond to disruption by type. For example, the best passenger re-accommodation strategy is likely to be very different for a snow and ice event affecting all London airports, compared to the closure of a single airport, compared to a technical failure which limits throughput but does not lead to full airport closure. In these cases, the decision over which flights to cancel may also form a critical part of an ideal optimisation strategy.
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Appendix A – Mathematical Formulation of Optimization Problem

In this appendix, we present the mathematical formulation to solve the optimization problem described in Section 2.2. This is preceded by a detailed description of the variables used in the formulation in Section A.1, and followed by a description of the formulation in Section A.3.

A.1 Definition of Variables

\( A \) – Number of destination airports served by the disrupted airport.

\( B_{j,c,z} \) – Number of coaches of size \( z \) to airport \( j \), on which passengers on cancelled flight \( c \) can be accommodated.

\( C(\cdot) \) – Hard and soft airline costs, per passenger, as a function of passenger delay (the cost of providing food, accommodation and other services for stranded passengers, and the costs incurred due to disgruntled passengers switching to other airlines in future, respectively).

\( CBH_{j,z} \) – The cost of hiring a coach (bus) of size \( z \) to transport passengers to airport \( j \).

\( CRF_{k,j,f} \) – The cost of re-accommodating passengers from airport \( k \) to airport \( j \) on flight \( f \) (defined explicitly in equation A2). \( CRF_{0,j} \) refers to the cost of re-accommodating passengers from the disrupted airport to airport \( j \).

\( CRT_{j,t} \) – The cost of a ticket (to be paid by the airline) to airport \( j \) on train \( t \).

\( c_{k,j} \) – Number of cancelled flights to airport \( j \).

\( DAB_{j,c,k,z,b,f} \) – Arrival delay of the alternate routing by coach to airport \( j \), through airport \( k \), relative to the scheduled arrival time of cancelled flight \( c \). Coach (bus) \( b \) of size \( z \) is operated from the disrupted airport to airport \( k \), and flight \( f \) is operated from airport \( k \) to airport \( j \).

\( DAT_{j,c,k,t,f} \) – Arrival delay of the alternate routing by train to airport \( j \), through airport \( k \), relative to the scheduled arrival time of cancelled flight \( c \). Train \( t \) is operated from the disrupted airport to airport \( k \), and flight \( f \) is operated from airport \( k \) to airport \( j \).

\( DB_{j,c,z,b} \) – Arrival delay of coach \( b \), of size \( z \), to airport \( j \), relative to the scheduled arrival time of cancelled flight \( c \).
DF\_j,c,f – Arrival delay of flight \( f \) to airport \( j \), relative to the scheduled arrival time of cancelled flight \( c \).

DT\_j,c,f – Arrival delay of direct train \( t \) to airport \( j \), relative to the scheduled arrival time of cancelled flight \( c \).

\( F\_j,c \) – Number of alternate flights to airport \( j \), on which passengers on cancelled flight \( c \) can be accommodated.

\( Fare\_k,j,f \) – Average airfare for flight \( f \) from airport \( k \) to airport \( j \). \( Fare\_0,j,f \) refers to the airfare for flight \( f \) from the disrupted airport to airport \( j \).

\( K\_j,c \) – The number of alternate airports that can be reached by train or coach (bus) from the disrupted airport, that have flights to airport \( j \), on which passengers could be re-accommodated from cancellation \( c \).

\( NB\_j,c,z \) – The number of coaches (buses) of size \( z \) hired to transport passengers from cancelled flight \( c \) to airport \( j \).

\( NBR \) – The total regional coach (bus) stock (all sizes).

\( P\_CA \) – The fraction of coaches (buses) available for hire.

\( P\_RO \) – The fraction of cancelled passengers who choose to be reimbursed and either not fly or be returned to their point of origin.

\( Pax\_j,c \) – Number of passengers flying to airport \( j \) on cancelled flight \( c \).

\( Pax\_AB\_j,c,k,z,b,f \) – Number of passengers travelling to airport \( j \) on cancelled flight \( c \) that are re-accommodated through airport \( k \) on coach \( b \) of size \( z \) from the disrupted airport to airport \( k \), and flight \( f \) from airport \( k \) to airport \( j \).

\( Pax\_AT\_j,c,k,t,f \) – Number of passengers travelling to airport \( j \) on cancelled flight \( c \) that are re-accommodated through airport \( k \) on train \( t \) from the disrupted airport to airport \( k \), and flight \( f \) from airport \( k \) to airport \( j \).

\( Pax\_B\_j,c,z,b \) – Number of passengers travelling to airport \( j \) on cancelled flight \( c \) that are re-accommodated on coach \( b \), of size \( z \).

\( Pax\_F\_j,c,f \) – Number of passengers flying to airport \( j \) on cancelled flight \( c \) that are re-accommodated on alternate flight \( f \).

\( Pax\_T\_j,c \) – Number of passengers travelling to airport \( j \) on cancelled flight \( c \) that are re-accommodated on direct train \( t \).

\( SB\_c \) – The number of seats on a coach (bus) of size \( z \).
The number of empty seats available on flight $f$ to airport $j$.

The number of empty seats available on train $t$ to airport $j$.

Number of direct trains to airport $j$, on which passengers on cancelled flight $c$ can be accommodated.

The number of coach sizes.

A.2 Optimization Formulation

The optimization problem is formulated as follows:

Objective Function:

$$\min \left( \sum_{j=1}^{A} \sum_{c=1}^{C_{tot,j}} \left[ Fare_{0,j,c} \cdot P_{R0} \cdot Pax_{j,c} + \sum_{f=1}^{F_{j,c}} \left( PaxF_{j,c,f} \cdot \left( C(DF_{j,c,f}) + CRF_{0,j,f} \right) \right) \right] \right)$$

$$+ \sum_{i=1}^{T_{j,c}} \left( PaxT_{j,c,t} \cdot \left( C(DF_{j,c,t}) + CRT_{j,c,t} \right) \right)$$

$$+ \sum_{z=1}^{Z} \left( PaxB_{j,c,z,b} \cdot \left( C(DB_{j,c,z,b}) \right) + NB_{j,c,z} \cdot CBH_{j,c,z} \right)$$

$$+ \sum_{k=1}^{K_{j,c}} \sum_{t=1}^{T_{j,c}} \sum_{f=1}^{F_{j,c}} \left( PaxAT_{j,c,k,t,f} \cdot \left( C(DAT_{j,c,k,t,f}) + CRT_{k,t} + CRF_{k,j,f} \right) \right)$$

$$+ \sum_{k=1}^{K_{j,c}} \sum_{z=1}^{Z} \sum_{b=1}^{B_{j,c,z,b}} \sum_{f=1}^{F_{j,c}} \left( PaxAB_{j,c,k,z,b,f} \cdot \left( C(DAB_{j,c,k,z,b,f}) + CRF_{k,j,f} \right) \right)$$

$$+ NB_{k,c,z} \cdot CBH_{k,c,z} \right)$$

Decision variables:

$PaxF_{j,c,f}$, $PaxT_{j,c,t}$, $PaxB_{j,c,z,b}$, $PaxAT_{j,c,k,t,f}$, $PaxAB_{j,c,k,z,t,f}$, $NB_{j,c,z}$, $NB_{k,c,z}$
Subject to:

\[ CRF_{i,j,f} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } f \text{ is a later flight from } i \text{ to } j \text{ by an aligned airline} \\
Far_e_{i,j,f} & \text{if } f \text{ is a later flight from } i \text{ to } j \text{ by a non aligned airline}
\end{cases} \]

for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, A\}; j \in \{1, \ldots, A\}; c \in \{1, \ldots, c_{\text{tot}}\}; \) and \( f \in \{1, \ldots, f_{\text{tot}}\} \)

\[ (A-2) \]

\[
Pax_{j,c}(1 - p_{\text{RO}}/2) = \sum_{f=1}^{F_{j,c}} PaxF_{j,c,f} + \sum_{t=1}^{T_{j,c}} PaxT_{j,c,t} + \sum_{z=1}^{Z_{j,c}} \sum_{b=1}^{B_{j,c,z}} PaxB_{j,c,z,b} + \sum_{k=1}^{K_{j,c}} \sum_{t=1}^{T_{k,c}} \sum_{f=1}^{F_{k,c,f}} PaxAT_{j,c,k,t,f} + \sum_{k=1}^{K_{j,c}} \sum_{z=1}^{Z_{j,c}} \sum_{b=1}^{B_{j,c,z,b}} PaxAB_{j,c,k,t,f}
\]

for each \( j \in \{1, \ldots, A\}; \) and cancelled flight \( c \in \{1, \ldots, c_{\text{tot}}\} \)

\[ (A-3) \]

\[ \sum_{c=1}^{c_{\text{tot},i,j}} PaxF_{j,c,f} \leq SF_{j,f} \]

for each \( j \in \{1, \ldots, A\}; \) and alternate flight \( f \in \{1, \ldots, F_{j,c}\} \)

\[ (A-4) \]

\[ \sum_{c=1}^{c_{\text{tot},j}} PaxT_{j,c,t} + \sum_{k=1}^{A_{j,c}} \sum_{c=1}^{c_{\text{tot},k}} PaxAT_{k,c,j,t,f} \leq ST_{j,t} \]

for each \( j \in \{1, \ldots, A\}; \) and train \( t \in \{1, \ldots, T_{j,c}\} \)

\[ (A-5) \]

\[ \sum_{c=1}^{c_{\text{tot},j}} \sum_{b=1}^{B_{j,c,z,b}} PaxB_{j,c,z,b} + \sum_{k=1}^{A_{j,c}} \sum_{c=1}^{c_{\text{tot},k}} PaxAT_{k,c,j,z,b,f} \leq \sum_{c=1}^{c_{\text{tot},j}} SB_z \cdot NB_{j,c,z} \]

for each \( j \in \{1, \ldots, A\}; \) and coach size category \( z \in \{1, \ldots, Z\} \)

\[ (A-6) \]
\[
\sum_{j=1}^{A} \sum_{c=1}^{\zeta_{\text{tot},j}} NB_{j,c,z} + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{c=1}^{\zeta_{\text{tot},j}} NB_{k,c,z} \leq NB_z
\]

for each coach size category \( z \in \{1, \ldots, Z\} \)

\[(A-7)\]

\[
NB_z = P_{CA} \cdot \frac{NBR}{Z}
\]

for each coach size category \( z \in \{1, \ldots, Z\} \)

\[(A-8)\]

### A.3 Description of Optimization Formulation

The objective function, shown in Equation A-1, is a minimization of the summation of airline costs across all cancelled flights scheduled from the disrupted airport to all destination airports. Airline costs consist of six different terms. These are the cost of reimbursing passengers who choose not to fly or be returned to their point of origin (depending on whether they are at their point of origin or not), and the cost associated with five possible options for re-accommodating the disrupted passengers. The re-accommodation options considered in this paper are: (1) later flight to the destination (by the same airline, an alliance partner or a non-aligned airline); (2) train to the destination city; (3) coach to the destination city; (4) train to an alternative airport followed by a flight to the final destination; and (5) coach to an alternative airport followed by a flight to the final destination.

The cost of reimbursing passengers who choose not to fly or be returned to their point of origin is assumed to equal the average fare paid for the cancelled flight, as shown in the first term of Equation A-1. The cost of re-accommodating passengers on each of the options described above includes two terms: (1) the cost associated with the passenger delay relative to their scheduled arrival time on the delayed flight, and (2) the cost of the alternate transport option. In the case of alternative flight options, this latter cost can be zero, if the flight is operated by an aligned airline, or equal to the average fare paid for the alternate flight, if the flight is not operated by an aligned airline, as described in Equation A-2.

Decision variables in the optimisation include the number of passengers that are re-accommodated on each re-accommodation option, between each origin destination pair, for each cancellation, as well as the number of
coaches hired for the two re-accommodation options that use coaches (a coach from the origin to the destination city, and a coach to an alternative airport, followed by a flight to the final destination).

Seven constraints are included in the optimization. The first equates the cost of the alternative flights to either zero, if the flight is operated by an aligned airline, or to the average fare paid for the alternate flight, if the flight is not operated by an aligned airline (Equation A-2).

The second constraint (equation A-3) ensures that the total number of passengers on the cancelled flights who choose to be re-accommodated equals the total number of passengers re-accommodated on each option, i.e., a later flight; a train to the destination city; a coach to the destination city; a train to an alternative airport followed by a flight to the final destination; and a coach to an alternative airport followed by a flight to the final destination.

The third, fourth and fifth constraints (equations A-4, A-5 and A-6) ensure that the number of passengers re-accommodated on each option is less than or equal to the number of seats available on that option. Equation A-4 applies this constraint for flights, with the term on the left-hand-side referring to the total number of passengers being re-accommodated on a later non-stop flight to the destination airport. If only one airport \( i \) is disrupted, then these two latter terms are zero. The right-hand-side of the equation is the number of seats available on flight \( f \) from airport \( i \) to airport \( j \).

Equation A-5 applies the seat constraint for trains. Similar to equation A-4, the first term on the left-hand-side refers to the total number of passengers being re-accommodated on a train to the destination city. The second term on the left-hand-side accounts for disrupted passengers travelling to other destinations \( k \), but who take a train to airport \( j \) before boarding a flight to their final destination \( k \). Similarly to equation A-4, the right-hand-side of the equation is the number of seats available on train \( t \) to airport \( j \).

Equation A-6 applies the seat constraint for coaches. Similarly to equations A-4 and A-5, the first term on the left-hand-side refers to the total number of passengers being re-accommodated on coaches to the destination city. The second term on the left-hand-side accounts for disrupted passengers travelling to other destinations \( k \), but who take a coach to airport \( j \) before boarding a flight to their final destination \( k \). The right-hand-side of the equation is the number of seats available on all the coaches to airport \( j \). This latter term takes a different form to the right-hand-side in equations A-4 and A-5 because the number of coaches the airline hires is also a decision variable.
The sixth constraint (equation A-7) ensures that the number of coaches of each size hired to take passengers to all destinations is less than or equal to the total number of coaches of that size available for hire. The first term on the left-hand-side accounts for passengers travelling to their final destination by coach, while the second term accounts for passengers travelling to an alternate airport by coach, before taking a flight to their final destination.

The final constraint (equation A-8) calculates the number of coaches of each size available at the origin airport to be equal to the product of the total number of coaches available in the region, divided by the number of aircraft size categories, and an assumed availability fraction ($P_{CA}$).